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Abstract.

This bachelor thesis focuses on carding, a type of cybercrime. This exploratory case study highlights aspects and processes of carding in order to find effective ways of combating it. The processes discussed in this study are phishing, skimming, making of counterfeit cards and money mules. This study searches for patterns and steps in those criminal processes of carding by using the best available information from police reports, other sources, (scientific) literature and online news articles on carding and its processes. Patterns are those actions or activities that emerge each time a carding scheme or process related to carding takes place. Think of activities, actors or tools. By using news articles online, which are not so reliable, relevant data and information can be retrieved for developing models and descriptions of several carding processes. The analyzed online news articles, relate to: carding arrests and suspects, what was going on, and the crime or activities of the suspects. The news articles are categorized for later comparison and development of clear patterns, so that models could be made to fight this crime. Although some literature explains what carding is and its relevant processes, none explains the sequence or variants of activities. The data gained from news articles and other literature complements the basic information only partly and leaves much room available for variation and commentary. By combining data from news articles and literature, models are created covering the most common carding scenarios (phishing, skimming, making of counterfeit cards and money mules). The models are in fact a summary of what is stated in the cited news articles. Using patterns and models, a barrier model can be created that may produce an effective way to prevent carding by intervening in the most effective places and ways by different authorities and organizations. This study helps people better understand the carding process and documents much of the carding knowledge found within the National High Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU) of the Netherlands’ Police Agency. Eventually, researchers can compare these results with the results of other types of cybercrime studies with the aim of finding patterns related to cybercrime as a whole.

The structure of this study is as follows. First, an introduction will be given followed by the objectives and research questions, the definitions used within this study and limitations of previous studies. After that, the methodologies, data collection and analysis are discussed. Once these issues are covered, the patterns that are recognized during the study are discussed in the results. Then, two barrier models based on the analysis and results are presented where the link with organizations and authorities, and opportunity-reducing techniques is added. Finally, a discussion follows, including the conclusions, recommendations, and concerns.

Keywords: Cybercrime, high Tech crime, carding, phishing, malware, social engineering, police, criminal process, counterfeit cards, model, money mule, situational crime prevention, barrier model.
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1. Understanding processes of carding

According to Leukfeldt (2010) and Taylor et al (2006), internet fraud will target many victims in the future. Computer criminals are constantly looking for new and better methods to increase their chances of success. An organization called Citigroup suffered about $2.7 million in losses - which is just one of many examples - after hackers found a way to steal credit card information from its website and post fraudulent charges (McMillan, 2011).

People nowadays are dependent on the use of computers, as they have a major impact on someone’s social life and the way he or she conducts business (Ayaz, 2006). Digitalization and globalization ensure that national and international crime over the internet gets easier and becomes more widespread. Even tactics about performing a crime are being spread throughout the Internet. For example, on the website of darknet.org.uk, a list is being made of the top 15 security/hacking tools and utilities. The motto of this site is “hack to learn”. Although the given information is not completely objective, the 138 reactions and number of views (so far 1,438,949 views) on it are quite interesting. When analyzing this webpage, the posted reactions seem to come from people who are familiar with hacking. Some reactions even mention other tools or utilities that are not on the list. Although there is no evidence for it, looking at some of these reactions one might think they come from people who have experience in hacking (Darknet, 2006). Anyhow, cybercrime is a problem and more victims in the future are expected.

This study discusses carding. Carding can be divided in two separate steps: the set of techniques by which [1] information from credit cards and other payment information get into the hands of criminals and [2] how this information is used by criminals (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.69).

To show the importance of carding and other types of cybercrime, the internet crime complaint centre of the US (The National White Collar Crime Centre (NCW3)) (Reed, 2011) reports that they received more than two million complaints in 2010 alone. On average, the Internet Crime Complaint Centre (IC3) receives and processes 25,000 complaints per month. These figures all cover cybercrime and not just carding. However, since carding spans multiple forms of cybercrime (such as spamming, identity theft or credit card fraud) as well, carding must be taken seriously.

Aside from examining figures showing how often cybercrime occurs, one can also look at the financial damage it causes. According Sanders (2006), online crime in the United States caused $67.2 billion in damages in 2006. These figures are taken from an FBI survey. The findings are based on a poll of 2,066 organizations, of which nearly 90 percent had experienced a computer security incident (as victims) over the past 12 months (Sanders, 2006). In addition, Carl Clump, CEO of Retail Decisions, said that Payment fraud reached $2.14 billion in 2009 in the United States (Hernandez, 2010). In the United Kingdom, card fraud cost £610 million pounds in 2008. The British Crime Survey - based on interviews with
40,000 households - shows there were 2.8 million fraudulent card transactions in 2008 in the UK (Hickley, 2009). The information exposes the general trend and represents the amount of victims and complaints sent to Internet Crime Complaint Centre in the US. When looking at financial damage in the Netherlands, the Dutch Association of Banks (Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken, NVB 2008, 2011) provides figures about internet banking fraud. See table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internetbankieren</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nederland</td>
<td>2,100,000</td>
<td>1,900,000</td>
<td>9,800,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Internet banking fraud figures of the Netherlands in euros.*

The average loss per successful incident in the Netherlands in 2010 was 7100 euros (NVB, 2011). Although authorities find it hard to ascertain the exact amount of financial damage, these examples show us that the damage done by carding and other cybercrimes is high.

### 1.1 Objectives

This study has several objectives. These are:

1. The results of this study hope to contribute to the control and prevention of carding.

   To achieve this, this case study describes and develops some models of the important processes of carding. Next to that, this study searches for patterns in the processes of carding. This way, the modus operandi of carding partially becomes clear and interventions may be developed. The National Police Agency of the Netherlands would appreciate visible patterns and activities, so they can act and intervene quickly by using comprehensive descriptions and models. The models in this study are representations of the most common schemes and important recurring terms (patterns that have to do with activities or persons involved).

2. Because carding is related to other (cyber) crimes, the techniques and processes that are used may recur in other types of cybercrime. This implies that interventions that could affect carding may also be useful to stop other types of cybercrimes.

3. Having the results (patterns and modus operandi), barrier models tell us which aspects of carding are most effective at enhancing carding prevention. Solutions from the barrier models are linked and compared with opportunity-reducing techniques that will help authorities and organizations with carding prevention.

This way, one can effectively apply an intervention. When it becomes clear what aspects are important and where intervention seems most effective using barrier models, the police and relevant actors can make the right policy choices. The outcomes of this study and solutions of the barrier models could support the tasks and objectives from the police and in particular NHTCU. The barrier models will contribute to achieving objective one and two. Next to developing barrier models, the solutions from the barrier models are linked and compared with
opportunity-reducing techniques by Clarke that authorities and organizations can use in their ‘battle’ against the discussed types of carding. By linking and comparing the solutions from the barrier models with the opportunity-reducing techniques by Clark ed., it becomes clear on what techniques the authorities or organizations (‘battling’ actors) should focus. In accordance, the techniques are linked with authorities or organizations who should execute them.

Briefly, the objectives are:

1. Describe carding as a type of cybercrime.
2. Develop an intervention point of carding.

To fulfil the first objective, three questions are formulated:

1. How is carding organized and what are their sub processes?
2. What are the actors in the main processes?
3. To what extent do the developed models correspond with information and expertise from the National High Tech Crime Unit?
4. Which opportunity reducing-techniques by Clark ed. are the most relevant to the prevention of different types of carding by authorities and organizations?

The first question focuses on the criminal process and the modus operandi of carding. With help of the descriptions and realized models, the organization of carding is portrayed as accurately as possible. The second sub-question lays the focus on what model can be used to describe the processes within carding best. Question three focuses on testing the models. It is necessary to verify and review the accuracy and completeness of the developed models. Eventually, question four focuses on the opportunity-reducing techniques of Clark ed. to see what techniques are most relevant for authorities and organizations that deal with carding.

Once objective one is fulfilled, several intervention points of carding can be developed.

Apart from that, the main objective of this study is to find patterns in the criminal process of carding so the modus operandi becomes clear. Therefore, a central research question is necessary:

To what extent are patterns recognizable in the criminal process of carding?

Below, the definitions related to carding and to this study are itemized. These are based on existing sources. It is necessary to understand some of the definitions that are used later on to understand descriptions and models.

1.2 Definitions of carding

This paragraph describes the definitions related to carding. These definitions mainly stem from the High Tech Crime - Crime Pattern Analysis sub report of the Netherlands’ Police Agency (2009).
Carding can be seen as a combination of cybercrime and high tech crime. Cybercrimes are crimes that are related to internet or computerized methods. The Netherlands’ Police Agency, defines cybercrime as ‘punishable activities in which the use of automated operations for the processing and transfer of information has a substantial part’. The term ‘automated operations’ includes computers, cell phones, credit cards and other forms of advanced technology (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.12).

High tech crime is understood to mean specific forms of cybercrime that can be qualified as forms of serious and organized crime. According to the ‘Research and Documentation Centre (Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum (WODC))’, high tech crime is an umbrella definition that is used when we refer to the use of ICT for committing criminal acts against persons, property, organizations or electronic communications networks and information systems (Van der Hulst & Neve, 2008, p.39).

Cybercrime is seen as the use of computer techniques to commit ‘normal’ crime, for instance stealing money from citizens or banks. However, this occurs with the uses of advanced technologies, which is a feature of high tech crime. Therefore carding can be seen as both cybercrime and high tech crime.

To understand carding better, the concepts of the carding techniques that are used are discussed below.

**Phishing** is the process of tricking or social engineering an organization’s customer into imparting their confidential information for misuse. In other words, phishing is the process that causes computer users to give away personal information (Ollman, 2004; p.3). To show the extent and severity of phishing, Rasmussen and Aaron (2010) note that at least 48,244 phishing attacks occurred in the first half of 2010 worldwide. By ‘attack’, they mean phishing sites that target a specific brand or entity (Rasmussen and Aaron, 2010) However, they do not mention whether or not these phishing attacks are successful or not.

When phishing occurs, a computer criminal acts like a reliable and legitimate actor to steal personal information through email, SMS, voice over IP (VoIP) or spam. The messages are made in such a way that they look like they come from legitimate and trustworthy actors. In doing so, computer criminals make use of social engineering.

Phishing cannot occur without the concept of social engineering. Social engineering is an attack technique that abuses the social psychological behaviour of a computer user. A user of a computer or the internet is persuaded to click on something, not knowing that they start a program or open a fraudulent website or transfer personal information (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.23-29).

**Skimming** means obtaining credit card information and additional information to make payments on behalf of the victims. So-called skimmers copy magnetic strips from bankcards
and credit cards using hardware modifications. Keyed codes - e.g. PINs - are traced by using cameras or an magnetic strip reading device inside the card slot of an ATM (Scarafile, Cappio, 2007) or being traced with an "overlay". An overlay is a fake keyboard on top of the existing keyboard of an automated teller machine (ATM) that can trace the keys that are used and store them (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.75).

**Hacking** is defined as the intrusion into a computer system. Once a hacker gains access to a computer, data mining techniques are used to collect or trace useful and sensitive information and keystrokes (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.72). Although hacking is a broad concept and several methods are possible, in relation to carding, it is about gaining access to financial information by computer criminals and using that information (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.31).

After collecting information by using these techniques, the information is used to steal money (apart from exceptions like selling or trading). The process of using that information to steal money is cashing. This is discussed in the following paragraph.

**Cashing** as a collective term - a process of carding - can be divided into four different types (Peretti, 2009, p.390-393) of methods. The following definitions are summarized:

- **Carding Online** refers to the use of stolen credit card information to purchase goods online (no need for counterfeit bankcards).
- **In-store Carding** is making a false credit card encoded with stolen account information, which is used in a physical location (store).
- **Gift Card Vending** includes the purchase of gift certificates from retailers in physical stores using counterfeit credit cards. Then criminals sell these cards for a percentage of their true value.
- **Cashing** refers to obtaining money instead of goods and services through unauthorized use of stolen financial information.

Instead of using the stolen information, criminals can also sell or exchange these with the use of carding forums.

**Carding forums** are meeting places (convergence settings) where tutorials, software and stolen information are exchanged or sold. Indicated with the term trafficking. The purposes or intentions according to Peretti (2009) of a carding forum are informing, helping, teaching and creating the possibility to trade or offer stolen information or resources to make carding possible.

**Crime scripts** are useful analytical tools to look for behavioral routines. It ensures that knowledge is being generated, organized and systemized about the procedural aspect and requirements of a crime. It organizes knowledge about people and events (Cornish, 1994, p.151-158). Crime scripts are very handy when studying processes (activities and actors) and will be used since no other method suits.
**Situational Crime Prevention** is according to Clark (1997) ‘proceeding from an analysis of the circumstances giving rise to specific kinds of crime, it introduces discrete managerial and environmental change to reduce the opportunity for those crimes to occur’. Situational crime prevention emphasizes the settings and occurrence of a crime and aims to make criminal actions less attractive to offenders and reduce the opportunities for different crimes (Clark, 1997).

**Opportunity-reducing techniques** are one of the key elements or components of situational crime prevention. Apart from the situational crime prevention, Clarke, Homel (1997 mention twenty-five opportunity-reducing techniques that can be seen as techniques that contribute in situational crime prevention. These can be used later in relation to the solutions mentioned in the barrier models. The techniques are presented below in table 2. Each of the twenty-five opportunity reducing techniques mentions two random examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase the effort</th>
<th>Increase the risks</th>
<th>Reduce the rewards</th>
<th>Reduce provocations</th>
<th>Remove the excuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>immobilisers in cars</td>
<td>cocooning</td>
<td>gender-neutral phone directories</td>
<td>efficient queuing</td>
<td>rental agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-robery screens</td>
<td>neighbourhood watch</td>
<td>off-street parking</td>
<td>soothing lighting</td>
<td>hotel registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Control access to facilities</strong></td>
<td>7. Assist natural surveillance</td>
<td>12. Remove targets</td>
<td>17. Avoid disputes</td>
<td>22. Post instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alley-gating</td>
<td>improved street lighting</td>
<td>removable car radios</td>
<td>fixed cab fares</td>
<td>'No parking'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entry phones</td>
<td>neighbourhood watch hotlines</td>
<td>pre-paid public phone cards</td>
<td>reduce crowding in pubs</td>
<td>'Private property'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tickets needed</td>
<td>taxi driver ID's</td>
<td>property marking</td>
<td>controls on violent porn</td>
<td>roadside speed display signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electronic tags for libraries</td>
<td>'how's my driving?' signs</td>
<td>vehicle licensing</td>
<td>prohibit paedophiles working with children</td>
<td>'shoplifting is stealing'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Deflect offenders
street closures in red light district
separate toilets for women

9. Utilise place managers
train employees to prevent crime
support whistle blowers

14. Disrupt markets
checks on pawn brokers
licensed street vendors

19. Neutralise peer pressure
‘idiots drink and drive’
‘it’s ok to say no’

24. Assist compliance
litter bins
public lavatories

5. Control tools/weapons
toughened beer glasses
photos on credit cards

10. Strengthen formal surveillance
speed cameras
CCTV in town centres

15. Deny benefits
ink merchandise tags
graffiti cleaning

20. Discourage imitation
rapid vandalism repair
V-chips in TV’s

25. Control drugs/alcohol
breathalysers in pubs
alcohol-free events

Table 2. Situational crime prevention. Techniques for reducing the opportunity for crime by Clarke and Cornish (2003).

1.3 Limitations of previous studies
The government and authorities in general, seem to be struggling with cyber criminality. Currently, authorities try to battle carding by compiling computer crime squads (Garfinkel, 2002), tearing down active carding forums, informing people to check their accounts frequently, investing in computer and/or card security (such as antivirus software), formulating cyber laws that may stop cybercrime (Ayaz, 2006) and help law enforcement or developing innovative tools that make carding more difficult.

Unfortunately, even with the written literature and advice of today that is not enough to stop carding. Therefore, the struggle remains.

Methodology

2.1 Relevant articles
This study mainly uses online news articles to describe and model the processes of carding. This is because it is very hard to find other scientific literature that contains information needed. Most of the literature contains information about theories how to stop carding which are not relevant for this study.

This study searches for patterns and steps in the criminal processes of carding. By comparing the online news articles and their contents, patterns are found by underlining important recurring terms and appropriate crime scripts are modelled. Steps are the activities that, once they are put together show the modus operandi of processes of carding. In addition, patterns are those actions or activities that emerge each time a carding scheme or process related to carding takes place and can also be found in the modus operandi. The modus operandi can,
for instance, be divided into actors or activities. Both activities and actors are discussed. The good thing about online news articles is that they tell something about what happened, what general actions and activities are taken or what actors are involved.

This study looked what authors of the articles do and do not tell people. The question to answer is: to what extent do the authors of the articles mention the activities of a carding process (for phishing and skimming only). Therefore, the used online news articles are compared mutually in this study. By putting the results in SPSS (software for statistical data), the collected data for frequencies and correlations between variables can be tested. When speaking of correlations, perhaps, the connections can be drawn between techniques (by computer criminals) and the amount of money that is involved or the connection between the amounts of money and how money is cashed. This way, statements can be made about patterns by using the quantitative outcomes.

This study creates models of two elements of processes of carding. First, the activities of a process of carding get attention. For example: phishing. A second model shows us the involved actors, related data flows (resources, goods, services and connections). Each process is described and modeled on its activities and actors involved and can be seen as a crime script. By making models of the existing patterns and crime scripts data is recorded in an orderly way. The models are nothing more than summaries of what is found in the online news articles and other literature.

In this study, mainly phishing and skimming will be broadly discussed (attacking techniques). Other processes such as carding forums, money mules e.g. that fall under the sections cashing and trafficking are discussed in outline but less intensive, due to the absence of sources, in particular online news articles. Verification of these other processes is not possible or too difficult and therefore omitted. In addition, where possible, figures will be presented.

Above will be implemented in the analysis section of this study. Subsequently, the results discusses the patterns and the verifying, and barrier models are presented.

2.2 Studying articles
Once the online news articles are categorized and saved, the analyzing starts. For actual analysis, the articles are printed and bundled. Once printed and bundled, useful information was underlined. The online news articles eventually got summarized and patterns are written down. Here the most important and recurring terms (patterns) are sketched in a software tool called Mind Manager. Mind Manager helps to order the activities and connections in the right sequence. This is useful because there are a lot of possible combinations and sequences possible. Asking experts of NHTCU and specifically searching for other literature help manage the sketching of models. In addition, it is important that the models must be summaries of what is stated in the online news articles. Eventually the sketched models are put in MS Visio, which organizes the models better.
These online news articles are found by using several queries. The used queries include carding, phishing, skimming, identity theft and card fraud. After applying this, news related websites encounter with an online database containing more online news articles of the same subject. Used websites are: securityfocus.com; searchjustice.usdoj.gov; cgisecurity.com, curc.org.

To prevent this study from being ‘out-dated’, most gathered online news articles are dated between 2008 and 2010. Subsequently, the gathered data is tested for its uniqueness. The articles that discussed arrest, charges or suspects are saved and categorized per subject. A distinction is made between subjects such as phishing, skimming, carding or forums.

The Internet provides lots of articles concerning arrests, charges and suspects. Due to a limited time, the search stopped after gathering 20 or more online news articles related to phishing and skimming. Other processes like the use of carding forums, money mules e.g. are less often mentioned in online news articles. A limitation of 20 does not apply to these other processes. See paragraph 2.5 for a better understanding.

During modelling the processes, each of the treated criminal process of carding is presented to an expert of the NHTCU with a good understanding of the processes. However, this can bring subjectivity, as the view of one expert is not per se objective. Each expert can have his own vision of a discipline. However, testing models for its correctness can hardly bring subjectivity with it, because the expert can only answer by saying the model is correct or not correct. In addition, no other testing methods seem available.

A first look by the employee of NHTCU resulted in the remarks that some activities are missing and some terms like cashing or carding e.g. could be wrong interpreted and need to be reconsidered. As mentioned before, the results of this study leave room for a considerable amount of variation, comments and complements.

After gathering the online news articles, the concepts and definition of carding are compared with the online news articles to see whether or not the online news articles and authors have an understanding of carding. The titles of the articles are for example: ‘38 Individuals in US and Romania charged in two related cases of computer fraud involving international organized crime’ (Department of Justice, 2008) or ‘Six indicted in Colorado on bank fraud charges’.

In relation to developing models, the bottom-up approach is used. This means that models are sketched from a particular described scenario in an online news article and expanded when additional information is found. This continues until they reached the desired results so they can be tested and verified by experts.

In addition, the theory of a crime script is studied. The basics of a crime script are used for developing and describing processes of carding. Just as the models and descriptions, later on in this study, crime scripts focus on activities and actors (as variables) and come in very
handy when studying processes (activities and actors) and will be used since no other methods suits.

Besides the theory of a crime script, situational crime prevention and relevant techniques that reduce the opportunity to commit a crime are studied to expand this study with information that helps authorities and organizations to prevent crimes and thus carding. The techniques that can be used and authorities or organizations in relation to carding are discussed in part two of this study, the barrier model.

This study looked what authors of the articles do and do not tell people. The results of SPSS are put in a chart which includes the activities (variables) of a carding process, the number of treated articles (N) and the sum. The values of the variables are: 0 = not treated in the articles and 1 = treated in the articles. Then there is the variable conscious or unconscious, which differs. The values are 0 = unconscious and 1 = conscious. To give an example of how the table is categorized:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(eventually, barrier models can be made based on the analysis. This is discussed in paragraph 2.4)

2.3 Verifying

In-depth interview was held with an expert from NHTCU who has certain expertise and experience and who is involved in creating relevant police files of the NHTCU. The interview was held on 1-9-2011. Purpose of these interviews was to 1) understand which elements are missing in the criminal process around carding and 2) understand if the connections between activities or actors are correctly documented. The remarks are incorporated into the text where previous stated information come short or is wrong. Using interviews is a great opportunity to further resolve ambiguities or to confirm results.

Before taking interviews, it is necessary to derive and store information properly. Information from interviews can be difficult to record because there may be interpretation. Interviewers must be neutral (Babbie, 2007, p.265-280). The extracted information has to remain objective. An issue of conducting interviews is that the interviewer himself handles information. This information is often affected by subjectivity or interpretation and affects thus reliability and validity.

2.4 Barrier models

To make sure the construction and lay out of barrier models matches with the information of this study, the activities are categorized. Once the activities are categorized, related actions, involved actors and measures can be add to the categories to create a better understanding and
interpretation of the mentioned activity. The used formats for a barrier model are based on examples of the police and NHTCU.

2.4.1. Opportunity-reducing techniques
After finishing the barrier models, the solutions can be derived from these models and linked and compared with the opportunity-reducing techniques by Clark ed. Table 2 on page 6 and 7 concerns twenty-five techniques but only five main categories. The solutions stated in the barrier models are categorized according to the five main categories, named rational choice categories by Clark (1997). This way it becomes clear which of the five categories are most important in battling and preventing phishing and skimming. Organizations and authorities can benefit from these outcomes, because they know where to put the focus on.

2.4.2. ‘Battling’ actors
Apart from this, the different solutions derived from the barrier models are linked with ‘battling’ actors. ‘Battling actors’ are organizations and authorizes that play a key role in preventing and stopping carding. These actors are introduced later in this study. By linking these actors with the solutions derived from the barrier models it becomes clear which actors can implement the different solutions and are the designees to execute or implement the solutions. No theories or methods are used with linking actors to solutions.

2. Data
The present study is based on a number of sources, literature and articles.

3.1 Literature
White papers, theses, internal records, published (news) articles, forums, books and databases of the University of Twente are used to get an understanding of carding. Information from the NHTCU of the Netherlands’ police agency could be used as well. Apart from giving a better understanding of carding, the (scientific) literature and information from the NHTCU that is useful can underpin the research empirical or complement the found information in the online news articles.

3.2 Online news articles
Online news articles on the Internet are used to search for patterns and steps in criminal processes of carding. The online news articles are about arrests, charges and suspects related to processes within carding, such as phishing or skimming.

3. Analysis
The analysis is split into part one and two. In part one, the data related to phishing and skimming encountered statistics. Here the study looked what authors of the articles do and do not tell people. This is analyzed and the results of this analysis are presented in table 2.
Basically, the questions: how many articles mentioned the variables of phishing and skimming?

In part two, the crime scripts of carding (‘carding’ script) are analyzed and the results are put on paper as descriptions or models.

**Part one: data statistic**

Below an analysis chart is presented which include the activities (variables) of phishing used in online news articles, the number of treated articles (N) and the sum of how many articles mentioned the different variables. On top of that, the sum of whether the articles mention conscious or unconscious attacks is included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of phishing used in Articles for matching</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>How many articles mentioned the different variables?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of a phishing attack</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target.mentioning</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use.fake.email.account</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get.phishing.software</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get.server</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obtain.email.adresses</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buy.phishing.software</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create.phishing.software</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use.fake.website</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hosting.website</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mention.actual.attack</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spam.email.people</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get.past.spam.filter</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convince.people</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>victim.directed.to.fake.website</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>victim.download.file.containing.malware</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get.information.from.victim</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verification.code</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cashing.selling</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conscious chosen victims
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of phishing.

This analysis is only being made for phishing. This is because phishing has more variances possible in activities then skimming and thus easier to analyze. Looking at skimming as a process (which is abstracter then phishing), the accentuated activities in our models are all named in the articles and seem logical.

Sub conclusion Only in phishing a variety of variables is recognized. Skimming doesn’t show any differences. That means that all variables are relevant and each activity is equally important.

Part two: The carding script

Within carding, there is a distinction to make within the process of stealing and the process of using information. The second process of using information can be divided into trafficking and cashing (trading) with the use of forums and messaging tools.

When asked to explain the processes within carding, it is assumed that carding all starts with picking out a victim and gain entrance. Once victims are picked and entrance to personal information is gained, the following process of stealing information starts.

It is assumed that when an attack occurs other computer criminals can be involved. The stolen information can be advertised and sold (trafficking) or directly used by the computer criminal himself. Eventually, the person who possesses the information will use it to gain cash. Here four different cashing methods can be mentioned. These include cashing, in-store carding, gift card vending and online carding which are all mentioned by Peretti (2009, p.390-393).

Besides online carding, a computer criminal must have counterfeit cards to cash. That also depends on what attack techniques are used and what information the computer criminal catches.

Eventually, money laundering may take place, trying to erase any possible evidence. Taking this view in account, the following model shows an example of the activities of carding. The model below is based on what is discussed above. The numbers in the model indicate the paragraphs and subjects that will be discussed.
Figure 2. The carding script (developed by author).

This model shows three different steps that are separated from each other by thick lines. Each sector stands for a different overall process within carding, namely the use of attacking techniques, the possible presence of trafficking and eventually cashing.

4.1 Attacking techniques

4.1.1 Phishing

The focus at phishing lies on using e-mail but nowadays other messaging tools can be used to trick, lure or attack people. The available online news articles on phishing however only spoke about phishing by e-mail. The activities can be divided stepwise. See figure 3a for a better understanding. The activities are discussed below.
4.1.1.1 Activities

1. Before a phishing attack occurs, preparation is needed. A temporary and fake e-mail account is necessary to decrease the risk of being caught. However, just a fake e-mail account does not give someone the opportunity to commit a phishing scheme. Some software is needed too. Phishing kits and pre-built websites can be bought from other criminals, which look just like realistic ones (Goodin, 2008; Buchanan, 2006). These phishing kits support a future criminal making false and mimic websites. These fake websites are used to lure people and convince them that the websites or received files per email look like they come from a legitimate and trustful source, by using social engineering. Such websites usually are a copy of a payment transaction site (Goodin, 2008; Buchanan, 2006). A phisher can also make a fake website himself (Goodin, 2008).

2. Another essential part of the preparation is using a server. A server is basically a computer that plays a supportive role to other computers in a network (Van Dale, 2012). A criminal can use bulletproof hosting for example (McMillan, 2009). Bulletproof hosting is using a server and related (rented) services to send spam and thus e-mail that according to Krebs (2010) ‘are largely immune from takedown requests and pressure from Western law enforcement agencies’. Another option is to hack a server. This means a criminal get access to a server and the abilities to use the server. Created fake messages and websites will be put on that server and hosted for limited time.

There are several ways to obtain e-mail addresses of victims that are chosen specific or at random. First, hacked servers could be used (Department of Justice, 2006). Second, e-mail addresses could be gathered by searching on the internet for organizations that contain contacts (at ‘Kamer van Koophandel’ for example). Third, a computer user could buy a list with e-mail addresses (Brownlow, 2010). Finally yet importantly, a phisher could make use of a botnet. A botnet exists when several computers contain a program that independently execute software, are connected with a central server and
can therefore be centrally controlled (the Netherlands’ Police Agency, DNR, 2009, p.191-192). The victimized computers send e-mails, other messages or malware without further notice. The gathering of e-mail addresses depends on the creativity of phishers.

3. A computer criminal picks a victim consciously or unconsciously. However, there are situations where there is no target selected at the beginning of the scheme. If this is the case, a target will be picked later on when a phishing attack is made possible.

4. After e-mail addresses of computer users are collected legally or illegally and victims are chosen, the attack can take place. The phisher then sends e-mails, which is a form of spamming. These e-mails contain tools which a phisher uses to collect information. When sending e-mails, it is important that a fraudulent e-mail containing fraudulent files or a link to a fraudulent website get past any spam filters.

5. The task is to convince people that the e-mail can be taken seriously, that the content of such e-mail is reliable and legitimate. This is the most critical moment. People are just one button away from being victimized or not. A user who downloads an attached file, not knowing that the file contains forms of malware or spyware that will steal information. Alternatively, a victim clicks on a hyperlink that is sending him to a fake website, which is under control of the phisher. The victim must here fill in crucial information - PIN, Card number and so on - which the phisher can use to cash money. It is necessary that a phisher also finds the verification codes that can be used to complete transactions. These codes differ each time an online transaction is being made.

It is assumed that all four cashing methods (cashing, carding online, in-store carding and gift card vending) are possible. Furthermore, it is assumed that individuals or small groups of phishers see no reason to trade or sell their stolen information as no online news article or other literature mention this.

4.1.1.2 Actors

The people involved and the information flows among them will be discussed here. Figure 3b shows what actors and information flows are related to phishing.
Because some preparation for phishing is needed, several suppliers and server hosters may be involved. Besides suppliers and hosters, there are no other actors involved. The phisher attacks a victim possibly with help of suppliers and hosters, get information if he is lucky and then uses that information for cashing. Phishing can be summarized with a few essential aspects, namely attack, target, preparation, convincing and stealing. However, it requires a lot of skills and energy to get things done.

### 4.1.2 Skimming

A second attacking technique is skimming. Skimming differs with the other attacking techniques because information is obtained by devices instead of breaking in using computers. These devices can be purchased or made. The activities can be divided stepwise. See figure 4a which presents the activities related to skimming.
4.1.2.1 Activities

1. It starts with picking a target (see figure 4a). This could be an ATM in a highly populated area (Ambrose, 2010). Targets such as banks, stores, restaurants or other places can be picked, where people pay using ATM’s, skimmers make use of these ATM’s to gain information.

2. 1. When gaining information from stores, restaurants and such, the skimmer first must infiltrate (gain access) a target and place a card reading device on the target’s ATM. This mostly occurs in stores. To get inside a store, a skimmer may convince or ask people such as employees - willingly or unwillingly - to place a device on a store’s ATM. After information is stored on the device, the device gets retrieved. The skimmer receives money and people or employees may get a share of that money for participating in the skimming act (Wesh, 2010).

2. A slightly different method is placing a device on an ATM at a bank or gas station at to scan, copy and store the information of the magnetic strips of credit cards from innocent customers at night (Sugimoto, 2011). This scenario occurs most often. Installing devices or card readers happens within a few minutes. Moreover; generally more than one person often does the installation of a device. A second person looks if things seem safe to install such device (Duecy, 2010; Sugimoto, 2011). To know the customers PIN, a small pinhole camera or a keyboard overlay is installed which functions as a key logger device. It scans and stores the typed numbers.

3. After collecting information from stores, restaurants, banks or gas stations the skimmer - disguised - returns to the ATM and collect the devices, which contain all necessary information which the skimmer can use to cash or sell. This can be within a few hours (Duecy, 2010) or several months (Vijayan, 2010). However, returning to an ATM to pick up the devices is not required. It depends on the capabilities of the devices; some may have wireless capabilities (The Global ATM Security Alliance,
4.1.2.2 Actors

Figure 4b. Actors and information flow related to skimming.

Within the process of skimming, some actors are involved as well as is shown in figure 4b. When picking a store or restaurant, most of the time this is commissioned to an employer or someone who has access to the store ATM. A skimmer can also infiltrate a store or other organization by himself. Although, according to the online news articles this is not standard. It is easier for a skimmer giving the task to an employee to infiltrate. Furthermore, there are hardware (skimming devices) suppliers who, obviously, supply the skimmer with all the necessary theft tools like devices, card readers, small cameras or keyboard overlays. Here too, the skimmer can do it himself, but again, it is a lot easier or cheaper to get someone else who supplies theft tools.
Eventually, personal information (PIN, credit card information and verification codes) will be taken from a customer or victim using theft tools. A skimmer can use information to make counterfeit cards and use these cards to withdraw money from an ATM or sell the information. A retriever may participate by using the victim’s information to withdraw money from ATM’s with fraudulent cards and then give it to the skimmer for a possible small reward.

Another possible skimming scenario that can be named but is not mentioned by the treated articles is that a skimming scheme can take place on the street where skimmers convince - with false pretenses - or force young people to hand over their credit cards and pin-codes. With this payment information, money can directly be withdrawn from ATM’s (de Gelderlander, 2011). This is an example to show that the results of this study can be complemented.

4.2 Trafficking

4.2.1 Selling

An important part of trafficking is selling stolen personal information. A criminal can decide to keep the information for own use or sell it to others on diverse messaging tools. The trafficking and selling happens through the use of messaging tools. The most used messaging tools are forums, also known as carding forums. First the use of carding forums will be described. After that the use of other messaging tools that are also used for trafficking and selling are discussed.

4.2.1.1 Carding forum

According to Peretti (2009), criminals who are engaged in carding processes often use forums to contact others for help, services, software (tools), tips and so forth.

Figure 5a. Activities related to the use of carding forums.

Within the processes of a carding forum, several activities can be highlighted. These are put in figure 5a. Shown in figure 5a, the use of carding forums starts with getting access to personal information from a victim and stealing that information. The criminal can choose to use the information directly by him or advertise and sell the information. When a criminal wants to
sell his information for ‘clean’ money, he must have a membership on a forum and permission to advertise his information.

To get a membership, new members are being reviewed and supervised till founders and reviewers are convinced enough to welcome new members and let them do their thing (selling, trading, questioning e.g.). Once someone is interested in the offered information, the member will contact the vendors.

The deal takes place outside the carding forum using messaging tools and other convergence settings (See paragraph 4.2.1.2). Once information is sold, the criminal that provides information get money and reputation from the buyer. Like in most forums, the members may give other members positive or negative scores which indicate or result in several achievable statuses within a forum.

The time and actions between advertising and actual selling is called trafficking. Besides a place where information can be sold, the carding forum has other purposes.

- Selling or sharing software.
- Provide information and tutorials. A carding forum offers a good opportunity to learn from each other or exchange information.
- Tips and hints (*experience*). Based on experience, members can give advises or tips to people who want to commit a cybercrime. It is another learning process. In addition, members can give each other hints, such as sharing knowledge about a weak protected bank or network.
- Other facilitating services

Carding forums are well organized because there is a recognizable hierarchy. Here is a simple overview of the (hierarchical) organization of a carding forum that can be derived from Peretti (2009, p.383). Figure 5b is based on the statuses on a carding forum.
The definitions in the triangle are those that Peretti used to indicate the statuses within a carding forum.

4.2.1.2 Messaging tools

Nowadays there seems to be a shift going on in the cyber underground from forums to other messaging tools where criminals meet each other and where the actual selling occurs (as mentioned in paragraph 2.1). This is partly due to the intervention of the police. Here, the traffic and selling processes that can be done using messaging tools and other convergence settings are described.

Looking more specifically on the use of messaging tools and the actors involved, it can be said that once a vendor (seller) or person is contacted by an interested general member or person they negotiate outside the forum, using messaging tools such as ICQ, YAHOO, MSN, AIM, IRC, JABBER or chat rooms (multiplayer game servers). On these messaging tools, carders can easily contact each other and negotiate. The information flows that occur due to these conversations contain mainly information and money. When this occurs, trafficking and selling of illegally obtained information occurs.
4.3 Cashing

Finally yet importantly, the process of cashing is analysed. According to all relative online news articles, the four different types of cashing according to Peretti (2009) seem valid. All four types of cashing did occur in the treated online news articles.

4.3.1 Counterfeit cards

In this paragraph, the making and use of counterfeit cards is discussed. For three of different ways (cashing, gift card vending and in-store carding) of cashing a counterfeit card is necessary.

Several tools are necessary to make counterfeit cards. Buying or getting tools to make counterfeit cards is no hard task. There are even companies who produce skimming devices when an order is given. Companies in that manner only care about supply and demand. Therefore, it is plausible that often services of others are used. For making counterfeit cards at least the following components are needed (CTV Montreal, 2010):

- Computer (encoder)
- Information
- Printer
- Tools to assemble ATM cloning devices
- ATM parts
- Camera or key logger device (overlay)
- Card readers
- Plastic cards with magnetic strips
- Clothes for disguise

Once creating counterfeit cards - by the criminal or by other hardware suppliers - and the PIN-code is familiar, the counterfeit cards are distributed. Criminals can sell these counterfeit cards, give them to runners or cashiers in exchange for a share, or test and use those cards themselves. Runners or cashiers are actors in service of a criminal that try to use the different cashing methods Peretti mentioned. Before criminals, use counterfeit cards themselves, runners or cashiers (Department of Justice, 2008) at stores or ATM’s may test the cards.

According to one online news article, runners or cashiers call a special number to give notice of a working counterfeit card (Pankratz, 2010). Once the counterfeit cards seem to work, the card will be used for further cashing by the criminal himself, which means he ask the counterfeit cards back. The cashing continues until 1) the bank account of a victim blocks 2) enough money is gained 3) the situation is getting too risky or 4) obviously get caught. Below, both activities as actors and information flows are presented in figure 6a and 6b.
4.3.2 Money Mules

Money mules are people that help criminals (carders) by transferring stolen money from bank accounts. A criminal can recruit people through advertisements who are willing to help by telling and convincing people (falsely persuaded) that they can easily earn money (Banksafeonline, 2008). These people do not know that the money is illegally obtained. (Aston, McCombie, Reardon and Watters, 2009, p.482).
What people have to do is accept money, then transfer that money. In exchange the people may keep a percentage of the money. By using money mules, money is sent between several accounts all over the world to minimize evidence or to wipe out any trail. Here for, money mules can be used to launder the stolen money and eventually cash it (carding online). According to Ken Dunham, director of the Rapid Response Team at iDefense, in Dulles, Va: "Without the money mule, they (criminals) really can’t do anything with stolen credit card credentials" (Nairane, 2006). Some well-known internet payment systems that may support money mules are Western Union and Web Money.

5. Results

5.1 verifying

Nearly all online news articles mention getting information after a committed crime and the occurrence of an attack. 12 news articles mention the use of fake websites, which points to the fact that in most cases fake websites are used. Ten out of thirteen online news articles mention that the committed phishing crime is a conscious act.

Besides looking at high sums, low sums can also be looked at. None of the online news articles mention the use of fake email accounts or (the method of) obtaining email addresses. This seems logical because the police gave this information. The police gave also the remarks that contaminated emails must avoid spam filters and that verification codes are needed to take money from a victim. This explains the low sums of these variables.

At the same time, using SPSS, the average, maximum and minimum year can be figured out of the published news articles online. Online news articles regarding phishing are dated between 2004 and 2011, with a mean of 2008. The articles related to skimming are dated between 2008 and 2011 with an average of 2010. There are 25 online news articles related to skimming and 13 articles related to phishing.

The purpose of these tables is to show that the treated online news articles are relatively up to date and that the findings can therefore be useful for different purposes.

5.2 the barrier model

Based on the results in part one of this study the barrier models can be assembled. This study gives two barrier models for phishing and skimming.

The constructions of these models are based on examples of the police, which have similar models of other crimes. The advantage of this structure is that the focus can lay on actors and
measures per categorized activity, rather than naming actors and measures of skimming or phishing on a whole, which are two broad terms.

The actors and related activities are bases on the results of this study, where the measures that can be taken are self-administered. In addition, the measures that can be taken are complementary. The barrier models are based on similar models the police have.

The related actions of phishing and skimming are added to the categories to create a better understanding and interpretation of the mentioned activity. The categorized activities are put in circles. Next, the involved actors of the activity are added in particular on top. Last, the measures that can be taken for the named activities are summed at the bottom.
Figure 7. Barrier model of phishing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Display phishing content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Use compromised code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Compromise endpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Phishing emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Compromised websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Compromised code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Compromised system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Compromised network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Barrier model of Phishing
Figure 8. Barrier model of skimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Complementary Oscar</th>
<th>Attention to money</th>
<th>Attention to numbers</th>
<th>Attention to brand</th>
<th>Attention to price</th>
<th>Attention to discount</th>
<th>Attention to credit</th>
<th>Purchase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Customer saw Oscar</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Customer saw money</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Customer saw numbers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Customer saw brand</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Customer saw price</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Customer saw discount</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Customer saw credit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Customer made purchase</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complementary actions

- Customer interaction
- Additional information
- Additional services
- Additional products
- Additional offers
- Additional discounts
- Additional promotions
- Additional contacts
- Additional procedures

Customer interaction

- Communication
- Coordination
- Cooperation
- Collaboration
- Consultation
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Additional information

- Market research
- Customer feedback
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- Customer testimonials
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- Customer satisfaction
- Customer loyalty
- Customer engagement
- Customer participation
- Customer influence

Additional services
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5.5 Actors in ‘battle’

Apart from these barrier models, several authorities and organization or actors can be or are involved in the ‘battle’ against carding. The most relevant and important actors are discussed below.

The Police
A first relevant actor is the Dutch police. The police is an organization that is created by government and operates in accordance with the ‘politiewet 1993’ (police law). The main goals and tasks are containing public order, and providing assistance to those who need it. This happens in accordance with the rules in force (law and legislation). This means the police have several powers and responsibilities, like the monopoly on - proportional – violence. The police is essential in preventing and stopping crime and therefor worthwhile to mention in the battle against carding.

The National Government
Although the Police is a governmental body, the National Government can be named as a different actor too. Here the focus lies on the political aspect. The National government can briefly introduce new laws, policies, and organizations. It controls the society. Because of the powers of the government, apart of those from the police, that can help in the prevention and battle against carding it is important to mention it.

Bank
Banks are relevant actors too. Dutch banking companies, like ING, Rabobank, ABN Amro ed. can introduce and invent new and better security techniques or methods that can help prevent and stop carding.

Private security
Apart from security derived from the public sector like the national police (public security), the private security sector is also worth mentioning. Several companies like Fox-it and antivirus organizations focuses on better security by innovating and supplying techniques, policies, services to secure people or authorities and organizations such as banks, police or government. These actors can also prevent and join the battle to stop carding.

Civilians can also be named as relevant actors, but can do little in ‘battling’ carding. At least not at a large scale. Therefore, civilians are excluded in the following paragraphs as ‘battling’ actors.

So far, the most important actors are introduced briefly. The actors above can execute the solutions derived from the barrier models (stated in ‘what can we do’). Apart from these solutions, Clark ed. mentions twenty-five opportunity-reducing techniques that actors can use in their battle against crime.
5.6 Solutions versus actors versus opportunity reducing techniques

Categorizing solutions for phishing

The solutions mentioned in the barrier model of phishing can be categorized using the same table where Clark’s techniques of situational crime prevention are put into. This results in the following table where the solutions are categorized by the main five rational choice categories.

Before further reading and presenting the table, it should be noted that there is some unavoidable overlap among categories. Solutions or measures that increase the effort demanded for crime and delay the offender will also increase the risks of apprehension. This means that there is sometimes difficulty in deciding where a particular measure best fits into the classification in Table 1, and indeed some measures can serve more than one purpose (Clark, 1997, p. 17).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase the effort</th>
<th>Increase the risks</th>
<th>Reduce the rewards</th>
<th>Reduce provocations</th>
<th>Remove the excuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keep security software and computers up to date</td>
<td>Active scanning for burglary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Seek for support from government (police issue) – laws and regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable</td>
<td>Strict control of organizations such as web money.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher level security, firewall settings</td>
<td>Identify and bring down fraudulent websites.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and bring down fraudulent websites.</td>
<td>Botnet rental check by infiltrate into a carding forum</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Barrier model solutions of phishing categorized under the rational choice categories by Clark (1997)

What stands out is that only three rational choice categories are interesting namely increase the effort, increase the risk and remove the excuses. The solutions related to phishing do not fit under the categories reduce rewards and provocations.

Two solutions did not fit into the table, namely research on fast flux networks and stimulating competition in protection and security sectors. This is because these are indirect solutions whereas the table by Clark is only ideal for direct measures and solutions. However, the outcomes of these solutions may contribute to increasing the effort and risk of a crime.

**Actor perspective phishing**

Here, the solutions derived from the barrier model of phishing are linked with the ‘battling’ actors. It should be noted that there is some overlap when it comes to designating solutions to the actors.

**The National Police**
- Seek for support from government (police issue) – laws and regulation
- Botnet rental check by infiltrate into a carding forum
- Identify and bring down fraudulent websites.
- Active scanning for burglary
- Strict control of organizations such as web money.
- Research on fast flux networks
- Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable
National government

- Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable

Banks

- Stimulate competition in protection and security sector
- Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable

Private security

- Keep security software and computers up to date
- Higher level security, firewall settings
- Make people aware, through commercials/that money mules are not profitable

Another rather important finding is that most solutions for phishing are executable by the national police rather than actors such as banks, private security or the national government.

**Categorizing solutions for skimming**

The solutions mentioned in the barrier model of skimming can be categorized using the same table where Clark’s techniques of situational crime prevention are put into. This results in the following table where the solutions are categorized by the main five rational choice categories. Once more, it should be noted that, according to Clark (1997) there is some unavoidable overlap among categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase the effort</th>
<th>Increase the risks</th>
<th>Reduce the rewards</th>
<th>Reduce provocations</th>
<th>Remove the excuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keep security of hard and software up to date (ATM)</td>
<td>Obtain equipment: infiltrate carding forums</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Commercial suppliers or skimming parts should be held accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher level security settings (daily control)</td>
<td>Control of false bankcards in shops.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi jammer</td>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make banking/debit cards more complex</td>
<td>Active scanning for skimming equipment and devices at ATM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional control measure to collect large amounts of money</td>
<td>Place sensors in existing equipment (ATM) that gives a signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What stands out is that once again the solutions mentioned in the barrier model of skimming only concerns three of the five main rational choice categories, namely increasing the effort, the risk and removing the excuses. The solutions do not fit under the categories reducing rewards and provocations. This could mean that the abovementioned actors should focus on these three categories.

One solution, stir up the competition in security between banks, did not fit into the table at all due to the fact that is in an indirect solution to skimming whereas all other solutions seem direct solutions.

**Actor perspective skimming**

National Police can:
- Obtain equipment: infiltrate carding forums
- Surveillance

National government
- Commercial suppliers or skimming parts should be held accountable
- Stir up the competition in security between banks

Banks
- Keep security of hard and software up to date (ATM)
- Active scanning for skimming equipment and devices at ATM
- Higher level security settings (daily control)
- Wi-Fi jammer
- Place sensors in existing equipment (ATM) that gives a signal when something is covered
- Surveillance
- Make banking/debit cards more complex
- Pay attention to clothing, behaviour and time after notification (camera images)
- Additional control measure to collect large amounts of money (verification code)

Private security
- Make banking/debit cards more complex
Control of false bankcards in shops.

Apart from above, one solution remain after linking them to the actors. Namely high security demotivates. This solution is too general and not assignable to any of the abovementioned actors.

A remarkable finding is that banks rather than other actors such as the national police, government or private security organizations are the designee to execute most solutions for skimming.

5.7 Patterns and findings

1. When a phishing scheme occurs, fake imitating websites are being used. In addition, the model of phishing shows that a critical part in the phishing scheme is to persuade people to react. Therefore, it is assumed that within a phishing scheme the most critical part for the criminal is to get past spam filters and persuade people to react on messages.

2. After analyzing the online news articles, there was no sign that skimmers sold their stolen information or employed others to do so. In addition, a skimmer did not make online purchases according to the online news articles. This is because it is difficult, because a verification code is needed for online purchase which is not encoded on the magnetic strip of a credit card (Merchant account blog, 2006). Analyzing the online news articles, it can be said that all skimmers had counterfeit cards to cash their stolen information. When a skimming scheme occurs all criminals use counterfeit cards to cash. The articles that mentioned which cashing method was used all indicated this was done by the use of false debit cards.

3. A majority (21 of 23 online news articles) of the selected articles reported that the skimming scheme is done by at least two people. The articles that reported a single person arrest give the presumption that these are drops or runners, without knowing they are part of a larger group.

4. The financial damage is more extreme and spread (over one million dollar loss) when a skimming scheme is done by a large group.

5. The opportunity-reducing techniques by Clark, ed. can be used in relation to phishing and skimming.

6. All ‘battling’ actors (authorities and organizations) should focus on three rational choice categories are interesting namely increase the effort, increase the risk and remove the excuses when it comes to prevent and stop skimming or phishing.
7. Most solutions for phishing are executable by the national police rather than actors such as banks, private security or the national government.

8. Banks rather than other actors such as the national police, government or private security organizations are the designees to execute most solutions for skimming.

6. Discussion

In this chapter, the question ‘is our goal achieved?’ is answered. Then this discussion gives a consideration about what could be the easiest way to succeed a carding scheme. Second, the limitations of this study are discussed. Third, recommendations and concerns follow, which are drawn during and after treating study material of carding. These recommendations or and concerns can match the findings or are apart from it. Finally, future research is discussed.

To answer the first question, the purpose and objectives of this study will be repeated. The purpose of this exploratory case study is to model important processes and aspects of carding. This way the modus operandi of carding partially becomes known and which may be able to contribute to the control and prevention of carding and other (cyber) crimes, because the techniques and processes that are used often recur in other types of cybercrime. When it becomes clear which aspects are important and where intervention seems most effective, the police and relevant actors can make the right policy. The objectives of this study are:

1. Describe carding as a type of cybercrime.
2. Develop an intervention point of carding.

Objective one is achieved. The processes of carding are described and modeled according of what is stated in the online news articles and additional literature. By treating the processes of carding, carding self is well described. By reading this study, people get familiar with the definition of carding as a type of cybercrime.

Objective two is not achieved yet. The developed barrier models give us possible intervention points of carding. However, the measures stated in the two barrier models do not cover carding entirely but only counts for phishing and skimming schemes. The processes of carding differ greatly, so similarities or patterns between processes are not found.

6.1 Easiest way

Although only a few patterns have been found, it became clear what tactic could be used of succeed a carding scheme (plea): If someone wants to commit a carding crime to get financial benefits and that someone is lacks knowledge of computers (language) he or she should use skimming as attacking technique. However, if someone does understand the use of computers, the other two attacking techniques are options as well. Nevertheless, it is assumed that most people do not know much about how to hack systems, steal online, or set up other plans to commit crime by the use of internet. Phishing requires more knowledge. Of course, people
may be assigned to do that, but skimming is easier to do and understand, although there is need for some devices. However, these can easily be bought. Another issue why choosing skimming rather than phishing is that everything that is said on the internet may be/get traced, which may be used against a computer user when he or she get caught. Another research is necessary to show us in what caught cyber criminals know of computer language and what attacking techniques they preferred and chose. To get information of bank accounts a person has to assign store personnel to gain information in exchange for a small reward. A criminal may then - once information is gained - make counterfeit cards for cashing. The criminal then must use those cards at stores where people least expect them, instead of ATM’s where there could be more surveillance. According to the online news articles, when payments are made in stores, the police did not exactly find out what the financial damage figures exactly are.

6.2 Limitations of this study

1. A question that can be asked is if the information and information from online news articles are valid and reliable. The answer to this question is no, because online news articles do not contain empirical facts and can be written by anyone. This directly shows the limitation of this study, namely validity. Nevertheless, since there is no other source available there is no other way. It must be assumed that the authors who wrote articles all have some knowledge about the treated subjects because they write for organizations whom are involved in security and internet issues. In addition, other (scientific) literature is occasionally used to underpin the research empirical or to complement the information that was found in the articles. Nevertheless, if someone will repeat this study, the findings of that study will be the same.

2. The limitation is that the information gathered from online news articles and some literature sources does not give a complete view of all the processes that can take place within carding. There could be (useful) data missing. Using online news articles may imply that this study could be incomplete. Although, less useful data could help to confirm data found in other articles. Nevertheless, data could still be missing. Based on the limited time and resources however, no alternative seems possible. Therefore, it must be said that data gained from online news articles can be complemented by other literature and leaves room for adjustments.

3. The number of articles used are doubtful. The results will be better if more online news articles are analyzed and are proportionally distributed in frequency. Not every process of carding that is described and modeled in this study, is based on the same number of online news articles.

A good theoretical framework is missing in this study. Partly due to the moderate number of theories that may apply to carding. Moreover, the theories may be out dated because crime through the use of internet and hardware differs with street crime. Future research should include a well-fitting theoretical framework. Due to a shortage of theories and methods in analyzing data the validity can be criticized.
4. Another issue is that only one expert and organization is asked to give remarks of the results. Although it is said that giving remarks on models is especially objective, one expert may lack knowledge of all the possible scenarios and schemes. Due to time, only one expert was approached.

5. Because of previous named limitations, the findings are not completely valid. The findings should be generalized with caution. In addition, some findings are derived from barrier models which are already findings of what is studied.

6.3 Recommendations

Although the barrier models mention several solutions, recommendations, and findings are discussed in paragraph 5.7, here some recommendations in general are stated. These can overlap.

1. As a continuation of what is stated above, the NHTCU should further focus on phishing, hacking and the use of messaging tools such as Jabber, ICQ or MSN where cyber criminals meet. NHTCU must search for all possible and newly used messaging tools (due to possible displacement) and give less attention to skimming because patrol officers may prevent skimming because it occurs mainly on the street. Regarding to news articles online related to skimming, it is assumed that when a skimming scheme occur all criminals use counterfeit cards to cash at ATM’s. It is partly a visible crime and therefore a task for patrol police officers or bank employees. Phishing or hacking and other computerized attacking techniques are only visible on the internet. NHTCU should therefore receive feedback from police officers who found skimming devices. If new, advanced and innovative methods are used, the NHTCU must be informed so new techniques can be studied. The NHTCU can then inform police officers how the new techniques work (feedback and feed-forward). Networking with other police units and corps is therefore very important.

2. Banks, gas stations or stores should check their ATM’s every day so devices - by definition - are quickly found and schemes that take a day or longer cannot occur (Ambrose, 2010). Once skimming devices are found, replace the devices with normal devices and wait until skimmers restore it (Goodin, 2011). Regarding to news articles related to skimming, it is assumed that when a skimming scheme occur all criminals use counterfeit cards to cash at ATM’s.

3. The police and companies like Fox-IT and the virus industry should stir up the competition between banks in security and safety. People bring their money to well protected banks with a good reputation. What banks want is contracting customers, a lot of them. To get customers, banks are forced to invest in security and safety of information or ATM’s (NVB, 2008). By investing in security and safety, banks get a reputation (often the bank that lacks protection and security is getting a bad reputation)
which may influence people thoughts of picking a bank. This competitive battle can be stimulated.

4. Authorities and organizations should focus on three rational choice categories, namely increase the effort, increase the risk and remove the excuses when it comes to prevent and stop skimming or phishing and perhaps carding. In particular, the National Police or NHTCU should focus on phishing whereas banks should focus on executing most solutions for skimming. However, tight collaboration between authorities and organizations is desirable and wise. Expertise and information should be shared to make collaboration possible.

6.4 Concerns

1. A shift will rise when battling carding becomes more successful. By taking some criminals into jail, the crime does not stop. Criminals look for other possibilities to commit carding, such as searching for bad security systems, like banks in Africa. The security and the knowledge of security of banks in Africa is suspect (Kumar, 2010). Although police forces managed to roll up a few carding forums, cybercrime cannot be stopped by this action alone. Carding is mobile.

2. Second, more often wire-less theft occur. Also known as war driving (Verini, 2010; Liebowitz, 2011). “Hackers would sit in cars or vans in the parking lots of big-box stores with laptops and high-power radio antennae and burrow through companies” vulnerable Wi-Fi networks. Adept could get into billion-dollar multinational servers in minutes” (Verini, 2010). As long as people are not familiar with the vulnerabilities of Wi-Fi, this attacking technique is very hard to stop.

6.5 Future research

The descriptions and models of processes of carding are based on online news articles and additional literature. This means that only a limited number of data and information is used. Therefore the presented descriptions and models can be expanded with new data. In that sense, in the future the descriptions and models must be updated and expanded. A more specific research can contribute to show us how caught cyber criminals related to carding, their knowledge of computer language and what attacking techniques they preferred and chose. Researchers should ask them why they chose certain strategies. This way, the causes and roots of committing certain (cyber) crimes are revealed and future criminals discouraged. The outcomes could support police tasks and objectives and in particular NHTCU. In addition, the assumptions that are made in this study must be further tested. Lastly, future research should include a well-fitting theoretical framework.
7. Conclusion

Here the answers to the stated research questions are answered. First, the sub questions are answered. After that, the main research question is answered and some final words are given.

First sub question one, which is: *how is carding organized and what are their sub processes?*

1. What this study shows us, is that carding contains processes such as phishing, skimming, the use of carding forums, ways of cashing and other processes that are not discussed in this study. What can be said is that carding, as a whole process exists of three aspects, namely attacking, trafficking, and cashing. The processes related to carding can be placed under these three aspects. A representation of this assumption is given on page 12.

The second sub question is: *what are the actors in the main processes?*

2. During the section analysis, both activities as actors are discussed for the main processes. The answer to this question are put in descriptions and models under the headings ‘actors’.

The third sub question is: *To what extent do the developed models correspond with information and expertise from the National High Tech Crime Unit?*

3. The models that are developed correspond well with the information and expertise from NHTCU. Having an expert looked at the models did not give distressing remarks. A first look by the employee of NHTCU resulted in remarks that some activities are missing and others could wrongly interpret some terms. By implementing the remarks in the text, it can be said that the developed models correspond with information and expertise from the NHTCU. Nevertheless it is doubtful, because only one expert of NHTCU fully analyzed the developed models. The treated online news articles and additional literature give solid but limited views of what activities and actors are involved.

The 4th sub question is: *Which opportunity reducing-techniques by Clark ed. are the most relevant to the prevention of different types of carding by authorities and organizations?*

4. The answer to this question is that three categories of the opportunity-reducing techniques by Clark seem most relevant for authorities and organization to use. These are increase the risk, increase the effort and remove the excuses (see table 2 for a better understanding). The authorities and organizations that should use these are the National Police and government, banks and the private security sector. These are the most important actors in preventing and stopping phishing and skimming which are types of carding.
Instead of naming the most relevant opportunity-reducing techniques for authorities and organizations, this study brings along the solutions that each authority or organization should execute. The solutions from the barrier models fitted nicely within three categories of the opportunity-reducing techniques.

5. Eventually, the main question of this study is: To what extent are patterns recognizable in the criminal process of carding? Figure one on page 12 shows what activities occur when a carding scheme takes place, along with the three aspects. No matter what scheme is taking place, the schemes all descend from the activities shown on page 12. When looking at each different treated process within this study and comparing them, there is no one pattern visible. Phishing and skimming differ completely from each other because the crimes take place in different settings (real world versus internet). Besides these two attacking techniques, the use of a carding forum or cashing cannot be compared as they are completely different processes either. However, there are a few noticed patterns and assumptions within the processes self. Within a phishing scheme, the most critical part for the criminal is to get past spam filters and persuade people to react to messages. Second, when a skimming scheme occurs all criminals use counterfeit cards to cash. Third, a majority of the selected articles reported that at least two persons are involved during skimming schemes. Finally, the financial damage is more extreme and widespread (over one million-dollar losses) when a skimming scheme is done by a large group. Looking at the two barrier models, patterns in the criminal process of carding (preparation, infiltration, getting information) can be seen. However, the categorized activities are not comparative because there are differences between the two criminal processes.

6. The output of this study can give people, authorities and organizations a better understanding of carding and fulfil the request of NHTCU and other actors to support their tasks and objectives. With the realized models people can now easily see what activities and actors are involved when a carding process takes place, which could make intervening easier. Although, the validity of the results is questionable, this study gives answers to some research questions that can help authorities and organizations to understand, prevent and stop phishing and skimming. The recommendations, concerns and barrier models may help future policy.

Because this study has no good theoretical framework (partly due to the few studies that is done about carding), there are however no fundamental conclusions to give. Rather, this study must be seen as a good starting point for adding new and more recent data or comments. Especially since the data that is used may already be outdated and other techniques, activities, actors can or may be used. It is assumed that the results of this study will last for a couple of years and that the results are a good basis for future research and policy. As shown, the current situation of the existence and battle against carding cannot be solved easily.
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Appendix

This appendix contains a legend that will help understand the models presented in the text.

- **Actor**
- **Computer/Internet**
- **Activity**
- **Connection**
- **Optional Connection/Dataflow**
- **Remarks**
- **Role clarification**
- **Computer/internet**

The legend helps in interpreting the diagrams and models presented in the text.